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Vickery Meadow 
Mixed Use Library
Neighborhood:
Vickery Meadow

Program:
Housing units: 246
Retail: 13,172 sf
Library: 18,500 sf

Policy References Context Description

The site is located in the Vickery Meadows neighborhood east of north park center near the 
intersection of Park Lane, Ridgecrest and Fair Oaks avenue. The proposal is a response to a joint 
RFP issued from The City of Dallas Office of Economic Development and the Dallas Public Library. 
As proposed the project will be a mixed use development consisting of retail, a mix of affordable 
and market rate multifamily units, and a Dallas Public Library at the ground level.

Key considerations for the development are introducing and active public realm along Park Lane, 
reinforcing a strong street presence for the library and retail components, and emphasizing a safe 
and inviting connection through the site to Ridgecrest Road and the adjacent schools.

The internal drive should be designed to be used as a �exible and highly active space 
that captures multiple and varied types of activity - 
Locate building entrances and active pedestrian zones along the internal street adjacent 
to the library to allow for a flexible plaza-like space designed primarily for pedestrian uses 
while minimizing auto uses
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Introduce and reinforce an engaged and active street presence along the Park Lane 
building frontage - 
As the primary building frontage, the public realm along park Lane should introduce a 
highly active and inviting street presence that positively impacts the neighborhood and 
informs future development and circulation networks. 

[1]

Emphasize the pedestrian link into the site from Ridgecrest Road as an obvious and 
inviting primary pedestrian path to the library, and into the development - 
The Ridgecrest Road street frontage is located along a direct pedestrian path from the 
Jack Lowe Elementary School. As such, the pedestrian passage beneath the residential bar 
above should emphasize an inviting and well lit pedestrian experience. 

[4]

Reinforce a pedestrian friendly street presence along Ridgecrest Road, screening 
services and articulating the facade along non active uses - 
Ground level parking beneath the residential bar along Ridgecrest should be screened 
from the public realm. The Ridgecrest street presence should reinforce an inviting public 
realm and encourage a comfortable pedestrian experience. 

[5]

Emphasize the street presence of the library component where it directly touches Park 
Lane to highlight its public nature and maximize engagement with the street - 
Library street frontage should emphasize an active public realm and engage the 
passing pedestrian. The street presence should advertize the public nature of the library 
component of the project. 
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